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Description
The study of drug metabolism is called pharmacokinetics. An essential component of pharmacology and medicine is the metabolism of pharmacological medicines. A drug's pharmacologic action's duration and potency are determined by its rate of metabolism. The metabolic dissolution of pharmaceuticals by living organisms, often mediated by specialised enzyme system is known as drug metabolism. The process of bio transforming less polar substances into more polar molecules that may be excreted more than as drug metabolism and also known as xenobiotic metabolism.

Xenobiotic metabolism is a group of metabolic pathways that change the chemical structure of xenobiotics. The substances that are foreign to an organism's normal biochemistry and include any drug. These processes frequently cleanse harmful substances (although in some cases the intermediates in xenobiotic metabolism can themselves cause toxic effects). Chemicals that are alien to animal life are referred to as xenobiotics and this category includes are such as pharmaceuticals, insecticides, cosmetics, flavourings, scents, food additives, industrial chemicals, and chemical toxins. Xenobiotic metabolism has been studied mostly by the separation, purification, and basic chemical analysis of urine components. The bulk of xenobiotics utilise endogenous mechanisms to help them and included by enzymatic functionalization and conjugation reactions. These processes are also used in the metabolism and transport of bilirubin, lipids, and steroids, which are all endogenous substances. The development of transgenic microorganisms and plants with genes encoding enzymes for the metabolism of particular compounds will be made possible by an understanding of the mechanisms underlying xenobiotic metabolism. Modification, conjugation, and excretion are the three stages that make up xenobiotic metabolism. Together, these processes detoxify xenobiotics and eliminate them from cells.

Drug metabolism and xenobiotic metabolism has grown to be a significant area of study in pharmacology and pharmaceuticals with applications in biology, therapeutics, and toxicology. As a result, it also plays a crucial role in medicinal chemistry since it affects the most medicines are activated, deactivated, detoxified, and toxicated. The metabolism of drugs and other xenobiotics is often a biphasic process in which the compound may first undergo a functionalization reaction oxidation, reduction, or hydrolysis.

An essential component of pharmacology and medicine is the metabolism of pharmacological medicines. For instance, a drug's pharmacologic action's duration and potency are determined by its rate of metabolism. Infectious illness multidrug resistance and cancer treatment are both impacted by drug metabolism, and dangerous drug interactions are frequently caused by the activities of certain medications as substrates or inhibitors of enzymes involved in xenobiotic metabolism. A strong analytical method called metabonomics can help expose and understand the mechanisms involved in a xenobiotic's metabolism. The pool of low-molecular-weight metabolites that make up the metabolome are produced as a result of earlier genomic, transcriptomic, and proteomic events. This population is influenced by interindividual variation, which might result in a unique metabotype. This can indicated that the person reacted to the xenobiotic and provide information about hereditary and other variables. Humanized and null-mouse models, either genetic or gnotobiotic, can get over the difficulties of environmental interactions and offer a reliable model for assessing a xenobiotic response in the research of metabonomics in a human system.